
simply smarter by design

lUXAFleX® Softshades Collection 
innovAtion combined with style & FUnction  



lUXAFleX® Softshades collection

luxaflex window Fashions offers a unique collection of window covering solutions that capture the essence of premium styling and 

the ultimate in function, versatility and innovation.  the luxaflex softshades collection are proprietary window covering solutions 

designed to revolutionise the way light and privacy control come together with fashion and flair at the window. 
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InnovatIon combIned wIth style and functIon

the ground breaking, original 

honeycomb luxaflex duette shades

the alluring beauty and functionality of 

luxaflex silhouette shadings

the expansive and glamorous luxaflex 

luminette privacy sheers



lUXAFleX® Duette® shAdes

simply smarter by design

Five easy steps to selecting the perFect luxaFlex duette shades  

1. FaBric selection
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the luxaflex duette shades collection offers an abundance of 

choice when it comes to fabric ranges and colours. From the 

demur and subtle to the bold and dramatic, the fabric range has 

a style to suit anyone’s home.

the luxaflex living series fabric ranges include the affordable 

millenia range, the delicate sabelle range, the textured daybreak 

and dusk ranges and the earthen sunterra range.

the luxaflex classic series fabric ranges include the light 

filtering qualities of classic and symphony, the ultimate in 

blocking out the outside world with nightfall and midnight and 

the transparent, complete view through of the sheer range. 

the classic series also includes the ground breaking duette 

Architella panache fabric range. this unique fabric offer takes 

the honeycomb cell construction to the next level.

introduced over 25 years ago, the enduring style of luxaflex duette shades combines energy efficiency with a wide selection of fabric 

ranges and colours, smart and innovative operating system options and a window covering solution to suit almost any window shape.

the orIgInal, energy effIcIent honeycomb shade

2. cell size

10mm cell 20mm cells
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Available in two distinct cell sizes of 10mm and 20mm the luxaflex 

duette collection can make either a bold and contemporary 

statement or a refined and graceful statement. 

the selection of fabrics in the 10mm cell size includes sabelle, 

daybreak, dusk, classic and nightfall. the selection of fabrics in 

the 20mm cell size includes millenia, sabelle, sunterra, daybreak, 

dusk, symphony, midnight, sheer and panache.



3. cell construction

the uniqueness of luxaflex duette shades is unparalleled with 

the honeycomb cell construction acting as an insulator trapping 

air within the cell, reducing heat gain in summer, and keeping 

your home cooler, while reducing heat loss in winter keeping you 

warmer. 

the luxaflex duette shades range offers two cell constructions 

for the ultimate in energy efficiency. the single cell construction 

provides insulation through its one core air pocket, while the 

revolutionary and luxaflex exclusive Architella cell provides a cell-

within-a-cell construction with two layers of fabric creating three 

air pockets for superior energy efficiency.

A selection of the 20mm fabric ranges feature trupleat 

construction, keeping the crisp, consistent shape of the 

honeycomb cell from top to bottom and front and back on every 

shade.
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4. opacity
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luxaflex duette shades are available in three distinct opacities.  

Blockout: providing the ultimate in light and privacy control. 

translucent: gently filtering light, whilst maintaining privacy.  

sheer: allowing the outside view to be maintained whilst gently 

filtering the light.
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lUXAFleX® Duette® shAdes
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the selection of operating systems is almost endless for luxaflex duette shades. with easy-to-use options, child safe systems, shapes, 

the option or manual or motorised solution there is an operating system to virtually suit any window shape and size.

5. operating systems

hartford series

skylight
ideal for skylight, sloping 
windows or any hard to reach 
windows.

specialty shapes

top down/Bottom up
increase your window covering 
flexibility with total light and 
privacy control with a top down 
/ bottom Up or top down 
solutions.

shapes
the perfect solution for almost 
any window. operable shape 
shades available

standard option  
For a traditional look that adapts 
to any window with the cords 
neatly secured by cleats

ultraglide shades
self lowering feature with 
a constant cord length for 
effortless operation.

powerrise shades
the powerRise lifting system 
offers a simple solution for 
motorisation with the option 
of either battery operation or 
dc power supply directly to a 
standard household power point.

hardwire motorised  
the redesigned hard-wired motorised 
lifting system features quiet motor 
technology and consistency with the 
same colour coordinated hartford 
headrail.

literise shades 
cordless operating system 
with a clean appearance and 
enhanced child safety.

easyrise shades 
continous cord loop operation 
for easy lifting of even large 
shades

vertiglide shades
cordless side-to-side operation, 
ideal for sliding doors in either 
left, right, centre, split or  
duo-lite design options.

design options

duo-lite
combines fabrics on the one 
shade for the ultimate in 
versatility, privacy and light 
control.
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lUXAFleX® Architella shAdes

Dark Chocolate

Journal

Weathered Bronze

Linen

Beach Shells

Suede

Daisy White

Wild Ginger

panache
panache Fabric offers a subtle, swirling look with a soft texture 

and smooth finish. the colour palette is heavily neutral with 

splashes of earthen tones. All panache Fabric colours are 

available in matching translucent and blockout opacities.

duette Architella features a 20mm honeycomb cell for a bold, 

chic and contemporary finish in any room. Available in blockout 

and translucent opacities.

Featuring the luxaflex exclusive cell-within-a-cell construction the duette Architella fabric range provides superior energy efficiency, a 

chic style and individuality like no other.

 

                architella Fabrics   

Three air 
pockets

vibrant colours 

the multiple layers of fabric in duette Architella shades preserve the 

fabric colours and textures in bright sunlight and in opaque fabrics. 

 

consistent Beauty 
For more uniform appearance, the inner trupleat construction of 

duette Architella shades, keeps every shade consistent from front to 

back and top to bottom.

air pockets 
duette Architella Fabric has three distinct air pockets for superior 

energy efficiency and increased insulation.

inner 
trupleat 
design

outer honeycomb 
shape

experIence the duette archItella dIfference
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reduce your heatIng costs by up to 43%^ wIth duette archItella shades

in summer, duette Architella shades filter unwanted glare while 
deflecting heat, keeping your room cooler. in winter, duette Architella 
shades reduce heat loss, keeping your room warmer. 

windows can make up 10% of a home’s insulated shell. did you 
know that up to 30%# of the unwanted heat loss in winter and heat 
gain in summer occurs through uncovered windows?

Above: the Architella covered window on the right demonstrates 
significantly improved energy savings versus the uncovered window 
on the left.

red indicates heat loss
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without window 
coverings

with luxaflex duette 
architella shades

duette architella shades r-values

R - value** 0.10 0.20 0.30 0.40 0.50 0.60 0.70 0.80 0.90 1.00

dUette Architella 20mm opaque

dUette Architella 20mm translucent

dUette 20mm midnight

dUette 10mm nightfall

dUette 20mm symphony

dUette 10mm classic

dUette 20mm sheer

3mm cl glass 0.13

0.17

0.31

0.42

0.45

0.52

0.61

0.78

**  the R-values are the combined measurement of 3mm 
(one-eighth inch) ci glass (R=0.127) plus the window 
covering and are reported in metric si units. thermal 
properties are determined by a certified third party 
laboratory utilising accepted Astm, nFRc and wes 
standards and procedures. measurements may vary 
based on window type and method of installation.

^  savings are based on the installation of fully-recessed, 
reveal-mounted dUette® Architella opaque shades in 
an average home in sydney, compared with the house 
energy  
Rating standard of holland blinds from AccuRate, in that 
home. these calculations have been modelled by an 
independent third party.  savings will vary based on the 
window type and installation.

#  based on information from nAbeRs (national 
Australian built environment Rating system). visit www.
nabers.com.au for more information.

A product’s “R-value” is a measurement of its ability to resist heat flow. in a home during winter, R-values indicate the  ability of walls, roofs 
and windows to keep the heat inside. the higher its R-value, the more insulation a product provides. A fully-recessed, reveal-mounted 
duette Architella shade can increase the R-value of a 3mm single glazed window from 0.13 to 0.78, reducing the heat transfer through that 
window by 83%. independent modelling has shown that this in turn can reduce an average home’s heating costs by up to 43%^.

lUXAFleX® Architella shAdes
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lUXAFleX® Silhouette® shAdings

the sIgnature s vane wIth unrIvalled lIght and prIvacy control

the Features oF luxaFlex silhouette shadings
the luxaflex silhouette shadings collection offers captivating colours and textures to transform any room. Featuring a selection of modern 

and traditional fabric ranges with colour palettes ranging from warm subdued hues, to natural, earthen shades to vivacious, daring tones.

the luxaflex living series fabric ranges include the affordable lightly textured brilliance and mystique ranges, along with the modern and 

crisp originale and bon soir ranges.

the luxaflex classic series fabric ranges include the light and airy bon Jour range with subtle swirl patterns and the matisse collection with 

bold hues that colour the room to create a warm ambiance. 

vane size

75mm vane size makes a bold statement 

and creates drama to any window, whilst 

providing first-rate view through to the 

outside.

50mm vane size provides a classic, 

understated look

65mm vane size provides a vivid and 

aesthetic view through to the outside.

50mm vane 65mm vane 75mm vane

silhouette shadings’ signature s vane provides variable view through with the tilting of the fabric vanes. the amount of view through is also 

variable by vane size.

luxaflex silhouette shadings combine the signature s vane which tilts to provide light and privacy control with two sheer fabric facings 

that diffuse and softly filter light.

simply smarter by design



lUXAFleX® Silhouette® shAdings
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operating systems

opacity

ultraglide®

Features a retractable pull cord 

system, with the cord length 

remaining constant whether it 

is being lowered or raised. the 

single retractable cord offers 

enhanced child safety.

literise

Features a cordless lifting 

system making raising, lowering 

and opening silhouette 

shadings easier than ever. this 

system offers both light control 

as well as enhanced child and 

pet safety.

innovative, easy-to-operate and child safe operating system are at the core of the silhouette shadings.

easyrise

Features a continuous cord 

loop which lowers and raises 

the shades, as well as tilting 

the vanes. the cord tensioner 

is mounted for enhanced child 

safety.

room darkening 

silhouette fabric vanes help darken your room and provide 

complete privacy without total darkness, when the vanes are 

closed.

translucent 

silhouette fabric vanes diffuse the light to provide a warm glow 

while preserving the outside view, when the vanes are tilted open.

Feature two layers of sheer fabric, separated by a series of floating, soft fabric vanes silhouette shadings allow a gentle glow of light into 

your home when closed and almost disappear when open to gently diffuse light, combining privacy with a softly filtered view.

hard-Wired motorised

perfect for hard to reach 

windows and no lifting cords 

provide enhanced child safety. 

Available with switch control 

and/or remote control.



LUXAFLEX® Pirouette® ShAdingS

SimpLy smarter by dESign

lUXAFleX® Silhouette® shAdings lUXAFleX® Silhouette® shAdings

it all Begins With the “s”

reflects solar heat 

exterior white sheer reflects the sun’s heat. 

preserves outside view 

no cords or tapes to obstruct outside views. 

enhances natural daylight 

sheers disperse sunlight deep into the room, reducing 

the need for electric lights.

provides uv protection 

Up to 88% ultraviolet protection with the vanes open, 

and 99% when closed.

transforms harsh sunlight 

vanes and sheers combine to softly filter light. 

s-vane 

silhouette shadings with the signature “s-vane” creates 

beauty whilst proving practical benefits.

simply smarter by design



lUXAFleX® Luminette® pRivAcy sheeRs
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coverIng large spans whIlst managIng lIght and prIvacy

the Features oF luxaFlex luminette privacy sheers

offering fabric ranges with either a sheer or textured finish in a 

selection of white, neutral and beige tones.

the luxaflex living series includes the 89mm portico and terrace 

textured fabric ranges in both translucent and room darkening 

opacities. For a more demure and chic sheer finish the series 

also includes 89mm Angelica, luxe & originale in the translucent 

opacity.

the luxaflex classic series includes a series of sheer and textured 

fabrics being 89mm stria, sheer linen and linea in translucent. 

Available in the room darkening opacity for the classic series are 

89mm stria, sheer linen, linea and Angelica. 

luxaflex luminette privacy sheers combine the exclusive softrak system, allowing for the fabric vanes to be completely functional with 

precise light and privacy control.



LUXAFLEX® Pirouette® ShAdingS
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lUXAFleX® Luminette® pRivAcy sheeRs

vane size & opacity

classic 89mm vane 

For a timeless and understated subtle element of design.

A visually striking alternative to sheer curtains with the sheer single layer of fabric providing a filtered view through. combined with a series 

of floating, vertical fabric vanes luxaflex luminette privacy sheers provide the benefit of either translucent or room darkening opacities 

when the vanes are closed.

translucent

luminette privacy sheers fabric vanes diffuse the light to provide a 

warm glow when closed, ideal for living rooms, while preserving the 

outside view through the sheers when the vanes are open.

room darkening

luminette privacy sheers fabric vanes darken your room 

and provide complete privacy without total blockout, making 

them ideal for bedrooms.

lUXAFleX® Luminette® pRivAcy sheeRs

operating systems
luminette privacy sheers offer enhanced child safety and ease of operation with the manual wand. 

combination Wand/cord or travelling Wand 

both the combination wand/cord and the travelling wand provide manual operation of the softrak system hardware. tilt and 

traverse functions are conveniently combined into one control. the travelling wand system is perfect for sliding glass doors. simply push 

or pull the wand to traverse the product, and twist to rotate the vanes. the combined wand/cord traverse the fabric through a cord 

operation. twist the wand to rotate the vanes. the wand/cord always stays in the same position unlike the travelling wand.

travelling Wand Wand/cord

simply smarter by design



lUXAFleX® Luminette® pRivAcy sheeRs
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luminette privacy sheer fabrics have a durable, bottom finish 
designed to resist fraying.

the innovative softrak scissor mechanism provides incredibly 
smooth and reliable operation.

the fabric edge treatment provides a neat, finished look.the fabric header conceals the exclusive softrak track system as 
the sheers traverse along the sleek, low-profile headrail.

the crisp vanes rotate for precise privacy and light control.provides total functionality to deliver the ultimate in light  
and privacy control.

the unsurpassed Quality oF luminette privacy sheers



lUXAFleX® Luminette® pRivAcy sheeRs
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